
HUW LEWIS  
Pianist/Guitarist Singer 

THEMED ENTERTAINMENT FOR EVENTS AND PARTIES 

New this year Huw Lewis is offering a variety of themed entertainment that will give a specific 
flavour to an event, adding a special focus to the show.




A TRIBUTE TO ELTON JOHN 

Featuring favourite songs from one of the worlds most 
beloved song writers and performers. Sir Elton’s music 
has covered 5 decades and this tribute performance  
brings back so many memories and huge nostalgia.


“Your Song” “Candle in the Wind” “I’m Still Standing”


2 x 50 min sets of songs from Elton John (and one or two 
associated songs) Solo piano and voice.





SINATRA and Co. 

A trip back to the Swing Era with the Jazz and Swing songs 
made famous by Frank Sinatra, many re recorded by Harry 
Connick Jnr, Robby Williams and Michael Buble etc. as well as 
other popular standards.


“My Way” “Fly me to the Moon” “New York New York”


2 x 50 minute sets of songs in the style of Frank Sinatra. Solo 
piano, guitar and voice, plus drum tracks option.


BOB DYLAN Singer Songwriter  


There’s hardly a name in contemporary 
music that hasn’t recorded a song 
composed by Bob Dylan. He is the writer 
of some of music’s popular classics:


“Knocking on Heaven’s Door” “Like a 
Rolling Stone” “Mr Tambourine Man”


and many others were all penned by Bob 
Dylan and made famous by other artists.


2 x 50 minute sets, solo guitar and voice.




ELVIS and Rock and Roll 

A lively romp through some of the most popular Rock and Roll 
numbers from the 50’s and 60’s, featuring, of course Elvis 
Presley along with classics from Jerry Lee Lewis, Little Richard, 
Chuck Berry and a host of other hits for jiving to.


“Jailhouse Rock” “Great Balls of Fire” “Jonny B Good”


2 x 50 minute sets, solo piano, guitar and voice, plus drum 
tracks option.  

FUNK and DISCO from the 70’s and 80’s 

Nothing gets people up and dancing better than 
these supercharged hits from Kool and the Gang, 
Michael Jackson, Prince, James Brown…the list 
goes on..


“Sex Machine” “Long Train Running” “Play That 
Funky Music”


3 x 50 minute sets Duo/Trio voice, keyboards, guitar, 
drums (or drum tracks)




BLUES BROTHERS Blues and Soul 

An eternal favourite party theme and always so 
much fun, the Blues Brother’s high energy style of 
Soul and Motown will continue to please audiences 
for generations to come.


“Sweet Home Chicago” “Everybody” “Think”


3 x 50 minute sets Duo/Trio voice, keyboards, guitar 
and drums (or drum tracks)


There are many other possibilities, for instance we can also offer:


PINK FLOYD and Progressive Rock,( Supertramp, Genesis, Free)   BOB MARLEY Reggae 
Party,  THE BEATLES and the 60’s, (The Animals, The Monkeys, early Rolling Stones) CLASSIC 
ROCK, ( ACDC, Brian Adams, Lynard Skinnard, later Rolling Stones, Queen, Tom Petty,U2…)


…as well as, of course, the classic selection of covers and hits that we regularly deliver as the 
HUW LEWIS BAND


All combinations come as a full package with instruments and sound and light equipment 
adapted for small indoor venues up to outdoor audiences of a thousand people.


BOOKING:     huw@huwlewis.com www.huwlewis.com  +41 78 808 7327

mailto:huw@huwlewis.com
http://www.huwlewis.com

